Finally, it's easy to customize course materials!

Use the Duke University Press Collection to create materials that fit your course and students' needs

2. Choose from over 1,600 readings
3. Create your complete custom anthology

The Duke University Press Collection features authoritative and innovative readings for classroom use. The collection houses 1,200 articles and essays from its journals publishing program, as well as 1,400 book chapters from 115 titles. The content is ideal for graduate and undergraduate courses in a wide variety of disciplines, including Latin American studies, gender and sexuality, ethnic studies, political science, history, literature, and sociology, among many other subjects.

The readings in this collection are pre-cleared, at discounted permission rates, and ready for classroom use. Choose from readings in Duke’s collection as well as selections from many other publishers and sources in our library to create the course pack or custom textbook most relevant to your course. University Readers provides complete copyright clearance, print and digital formats, and flexible distribution options to students, all within a quick two-week turnaround for course packs.

For more information go to http://library.universityreaders.com/?c=duke
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